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1. ABSTRACT

Cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) is one of the most crucial components of the tumor microenvironment which promotes the growth and invasion of cancer cells by various mechanisms. CAFs demonstrate a high degree of heterogeneity due to their various origins; however, many distinct morphological features and physiological functions of CAFs have been identified. It is becoming clear that the crosstalk between the cancer cells and the CAFs plays a key role in the progression of cancer, and understanding this mutual relationship would eventually enable us to treat cancer patients by targeting CAFs. In this review, we will discuss the latest findings on the role of CAFs in tumorigenesis and metastasis as well as potential therapeutic implication of CAFs.

2. INTRODUCTION

The progression of cancer is no longer being recognized as an independent event which only relates to the genetic mutation and uncontrollable growth of cancer cells. Different types of growth factors and cytokines secreted by the surrounding stromal cells and signal pathways induced by cell-cell interactions are thought to play key roles in the tumorigenesis and metastasis. A specialized group of fibroblasts called cancer associated fibroblasts, CAFs, is believed to actively participate in the growth and invasion of the tumor cells by providing a unique tumor microenvironment (1). Because of the close relationship between the cancer cells and CAFs, it is increasingly clear that the development of cancer cannot be dissociated from its local microenvironment. However,
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Figure 1. Distinct alpha SMA expression in cancer and normal breast samples. (a) CAFs are abundantly present in invasive breast cancer. (b) Unique morphology of CAFs. (c) alpha SMA express in myoepithelial cells in normal tissue.

neither the origin of CAFs nor the criteria to distinguish CAFs from normal fibroblasts has been well established. In this review, we will discuss these issues by comparing different biological functions of both normal fibroblasts and CAFs in tumorigenesis, metastasis, and signaling pathways.

Normal stroma consists of various connective tissues that act like a supportive framework for tissues and organs. Among all the stromal components, fibroblasts are essential to synthesize and deposit the extracellular matrix (ECM) by producing a variety of collagens and fibronectin (2). In addition, they are indispensable for the formation of the basement membrane which separates the epithelium from the stroma by secreting laminin and type IV collagen (3). They are also an ample source of various soluble paracrine and autocrine growth factors that regulate the growth of the surrounding cells as well as themselves (4). Interestingly, fibroblasts not only maintain the integrity of the ECM and basement membrane, in some cases, they also contribute to the ECM remodeling by secreting proteases such as matrix metalloproteinase(MMPS) which effectively degrade ECM (5). Another important role of fibroblasts is wound healing. In this process, they ‘invade’ the lesions and generate ECM which acts like a scaffold for tissue regeneration. During wound healing, fibroblasts are activated and become a specialized type of fibroblast, myofibroblast, which is endowed with a higher capability of ECM synthesis (6). However, the mechanism of how these myofibroblasts restore their original phenotype is still unclear. In addition to fibroblasts, other types of cells such as inflammatory cells and endothelium also contribute to the integrity and homeostasis of the stroma (7).

The formation of cancer to some extent depends on the ability of cancer cells to recruit a variety of stromal cells and to take advantage of them. Among the components of the stromal cells, an increasing number of CAFs which share a similar morphology with myofibroblasts observed in wound healing is often found in the cancer regions, while an enhancement of fibrin deposition is also observed (8). During the progression of cancer, tumor cells are able to alter the characteristics of the adjacent stroma to create a supportive microenvironment. This notion is strongly supported by the recent evidence that over 80% of the fibroblasts demonstrate an activated phenotype in breast cancer (9). Compared to normal fibroblasts and the myofibroblasts in wound healing, CAFs are perpetually activated, neither reverting back to a normal phenotype nor undergoing apoptosis (10). CAFs found in different cancers are highly heterogeneous, and they are possibly derived from resident fibroblasts, epithelia cells, endothelia cells or mesenchymal cells. The results of several in vitro and in vivo experiments indicate that CAFs promote cancer progression in both proliferation and invasion through multiple growth factors and signaling pathways. As the most abundant cell type in the tumor stroma and their tumor-promoting abilities, there is an increasing interest to study CAFs as drug targets for anticancer therapies.

3. CAFs CAN BE DISTINGUISHED FROM NORMAL FIBROBLASTS BY THEIR UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

CAFs found in the tumor stroma are large spindle shaped mesenchymal cells with stress fibers and well developed fibronexus (11). Based on immunohistochemical data, several CAFs markers were identified including alpha smooth muscle actin (alpha SMA), fibroblast activation protein (FAP), Thy-1, desmin, and S100A4 protein (12). Alpha SMA has been known to play a pivotal role in the embryonic stem cell-derived cardiomyocyte differentiation (13). On the other hand, expression of alpha SMA in the stroma blocks the migration of fibroblasts and contributes to alterations in cytoskeletal organization, which increases their contractile ability (14). Figure 1 shows an example of a high level of alpha SMA expression in invasive breast cancer; notably, in alpha SMA also expressed in myoepithelial cells of normal gland. FAP is a 95 kDa type II integral membrane glycoprotein belonging to the serine protease family (15). It has been shown to have both collagenase and dipeptidyl peptidase (DPP) activities which help to degrade the ECM (16). Chesa et al. performed a series of immunohistochemical experiments, and showed that FAP is excessively expressed by CAFs in over 90% of human epithelial carcinomas including breast, lung, and ovarian cancers (12). Thy-1 belongs to the glycoprotein family whose expression level determines the different profiles of cytokines of the fibroblasts, and only Thy-1+ orbital fibroblasts were able to differentiate to CAFs after treatment with transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-beta) (17, 18).
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In most cases, CAFs are negative for epithelial or endothelial markers such as cytokeratin and CD31. It was reported that in breast invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), alpha SMA + myofibroblasts are increased in the cancer regions and CD34 + fibrocytes gradually disappear (19). Additionally, the expression level of laminin, whose function is to maintain the integrity of basement membrane is significantly reduced in the CAFs (20). Therefore, CAFs can be identified by their unique cell surface markers and morphological features which clearly distinguish them from the normal fibroblasts.

4. CAFs ARE DERIVED FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS

4.1. Normal fibroblasts can generate CAFs through genetic alteration

Cancer has been recognized as a disease due to its genetic alterations. It has been shown that CAFs are not only responsive to the extracellular molecules such as growth factors and cytokines, but also undergo frequent genetic alternations (21). Littlepage et al. found that even without exposure to cancer cells, the tumor promoting characteristics of CAFs can be stably maintained. These observations indicate that genetic or epigenetic changes may have already existed in the cancer stroma independent of the original tumor (22). Previous studies have reported a high frequency of genetic alterations such as point mutations, loss of heterozygosity (LOH), and gene copy number changes in oncogenes and tumor suppressors in CAFs that were isolated from various human cancers. Somatic mutations of P53 and PTEN are frequently observed in the epithelium of breast carcinoma. Both genes are indispensable to cell growth arrest whose malfunction directly leads to cancer progression (23). Interestingly, inactivation of these two genes are often detected in the CAFs around the cancer regions (24). However, it was also found that P53 expression level in the CAFs could be induced by the cancer cells through a paracrine mechanism which creates a selective pressure that promotes the expansion of the P53-negative CAFs (25). By analyzing the LOH in cancer, Kurose and colleagues found that LOH in the stromal compartment ranged from 17% to 61% in invasive breast cancer. They suggested that the genetic changes in the surrounding stromal cells are consequences of mutations in the epithelial compartment due to the higher LOH frequency in these cells (26). Furthermore, a significant correlation between the tumor grade and LOH signature of CAFs has been reported in breast cancer (27). Previous studies also suggest that genetic or phenotypic changes in stroma may be induced by adjacent carcinoma cells. For example, transplanting the human prostate cancer cell line C4-2 into athymic male nude mice indeed induced sarcomas of murine origin (28). On the contrary, in another study using single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarray and immunohistochemical approaches, no evidence was found to prove that CAFs undergo somatic copy number changes or p53 mutations in pancreatic cancer (29). Similarly, no clonally selected somatic or genetic alterations were found in CAFs from breast cancer biopsies by using comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) array (30). Due to the heterogeneity of the tumor samples and different analysis methods, the evidence for genetic alterations as a factor to generate the CAFs is still controversial and conflicting.

4.2. CAFs may derive from epithelial cells through epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)

Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a term that refers to the event in which cells undergo a switch from an epithelial phenotype with tight junctions, to mesenchymal cells with a loose cell-cell adhesion (31). The importance of this process was initially thought as an early step in embryogenesis, but it was recently recognized as a potential mechanism of epithelial cancer metastasis (32). Because the molecular mechanisms of EMT has been well established, cancers characterized by alterations in stromal elements and fibrosis are also being considered as examples of EMT (33). Transdifferentiation of myofibroblasts from epithelial cells is a special case of EMT, which only generates CAFs instead of malignant cancer cells (34). By providing the proper conditions, breast cancer cells may transdifferentiate to myoepithelial cells and finally become myofibroblasts, the ancestors of CAFs (35). Another example is that mouse squamous skin carcinoma cells acquire mesenchymal morphology with loss of adhesion marker, E-cadherin, by activating Ras and TGF- beta signaling (36). In most cases, CAFs generated through EMT may not be as malignant as cancer cells, but they are able to promote the cancer growth and metastasis significantly. It has been shown that kidney tubular epithelial cells which express β-galactosidase were observed in up to 30% of activated fibroblasts in the kidney, which indicates a potential source of CAFs (37). Recent genetic analysis showed that CAFs isolated from human breast cancer biopsies were indeed derived from the epithelial tumor cells (38).

Interestingly, genetic alterations present in both cancer cells and the CAFs are rarely identical, suggesting that only a small portion of the cancer cells and stromal cells may share a common origin (24). It is likely that CAFs are a population of early developmental precursors in normal mammary gland which respond to signals from the cancer cells (22). Although cancer cells fail to generate the majority of CAFs through EMT, surrounding normal epithelial cells may be an additional source of CAFs by undergoing EMT in response to stimuli from the microenvironment (37,39,40).

4.3. Mesenchymal cells are a potential source of CAFs

Bone-marrow (BM) derived circulating cells which belong to mesenchymal cells, have been demonstrated to be able to localize and proliferate in tumor stroma area (39). There is evidence that bone marrow contributes to the myofibroblasts and fibroblasts of the desmoplastic response as well as to tumor angiogenesis (40). The results of recent studies suggest that CAFs may develop from existing interstitial fibroblasts; however, animal studies by using transplanted bone marrow precursors have demonstrated that cells with features of CAFs can also be derived from myeloid precursor cells (41). Direkze and colleagues used transgenic mice with large T antigen (RIPTag) which was driven by rat insulin promoter as a model to study the origin of the CAFs. They
transplanted alpha SMA+ mesenchymal cells, which were labeled with green fluorescent protein (GFP), from a male donor to a female recipient and found that almost 25% of the total CAFs populations in the tumor area were GFP positive, which provides strong evidence to show that mesenchymal cells are a potential source of CAFs (39). Recent evidence also suggests that mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) selectively proliferate in tumor areas and contribute to the formation of CAFs. Mishra et al. found that when human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) were treated with tumor-conditioned medium (TCM) derived from MDA-MB231 human breast cancer cell line in a prolonged period of time, cells exhibited functional properties of CAFs with sustained expression of SDF-1 (42).

Myofibroblast is known as an important cell type which is involved in wound healing by contracting the stroma and bringing the epithelial borders together (11). Besides wound healing, myofibroblasts are essential for tissue morphogenesis, stem cell niches formation and mucosal immunity (43). Myofibroblasts also appear in the cancer regions and are being recognized as a major source of the CAFs (44). They are large spindle-shaped mesenchymal cells with indented nuclei and well developed fibronexus(45). By using immunohistochemical approach, several myofibroblast markers were discovered; positive for vimentin and alpha SMA, and negative in smooth muscle myosin, desmin and cytokeratin (8). The matrix around cancer cells is profoundly influenced by myofibroblasts which are actively participating in ECM remodeling including increased production of fibronectin, proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans (46, 47). The specialized adhesion structures formed by myofibroblasts and ECM are called focal adhesions (FAs) in vitro or fibronexus in vivo (48,49). Myofibroblasts observed at the invasion front in colon cancer highly express pro-invasive factors such as scatter factor/hepatocyte growth factor (SF/HGF) and glycoprotein tenascin-C (TNC). Furthermore, laminin, an essential factor for the integrity of normal tissue was found to be down-regulated in the myofibroblasts which appear in the cancer lesion, providing another evidence that CAFs may be directly differentiated from myofibroblasts (50).

4.4. Endothelial cells may become CAFs through endothelial to mesenchymal transition (EndMT)

Endothelial cells exhibit different phenotypes according to the local microenvironment. It is reported that TGF-beta was able to induce proliferating endothelial cells to undergo a phenotypic conversion into fibroblast-like cells (51). Such endothelial to mesenchymal transition (EndMT) is associated with the emergence of mesenchymal marker fibroblast-specific protein-1 (FSP1) and down-regulation of CD31/PECAM (52). Almost 40% of the CAFs which express FSP1 share the same endothelial marker CD31 (53). CD31 was detected in 11% of the alpha SMA+ CAFs. During EndMT, resident endothelial cells delaminate from an organized cell layer and invade the underlying tissue due to the loss of the adhesion molecular such as E-cadherin (52). Previous study of the EndMT mainly focused on its role in the embryonic development of the heart; however, recent evidence suggests that EndMT frequently occurs in a variety of cancers. Zeisberg et al. observed frequent EndMT in tumors in both B16F10 melanoma model and the Rip-Tag2 spontaneous pancreatic carcinoma model (53). They tagged endothelial cells by cross breeding Tie2-Cre mice with R26Rosa-lox-Stop-lox-LacZ animal, and provided evidence for EndMT as a source of CAFs at the invasive front of the tumors in these transgenic mice. Their results showed that EndMT is a unique mechanism for the accumulation of CAFs which facilitate cancer progression. Furthermore, mural cells such as vascular smooth muscle cells share a similar morphology and markers with myofibroblasts, providing another possibility that CAFs may be derived from the vascular origin (54).

As mentioned in previous paragraphs, the potential origins of the CAFs are summarized in Figure 2. Normal fibroblasts, cancer cells, mesenchymal cells and even endothelial cells could become CAFs under different tumor microenvironment.

5. CAF CONTRIBUTE TO TUMORIGENESIS AND METASTASIS BY ALTERING THE TUMOR MICROENVIRONMENT

5.1. CAFs Support primary tumor growth

Tumor cell proliferation is an essential step for the following invasion. In order to maintain continuous growth and propagation at metastatic sites, tumor cells have to recruit supportive stromal cells. Abundant growth-promoting factors were found in the conditioned medium from CAFs which were isolated from metastatic colon cancer patients as compared to the conditioned medium taken from normal skin fibroblasts (44). CAFs secrete various growth factors and cytokines into adjacent cancer cells such as TGF-beta and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF). Overexpression of these two growth factors in mouse fibroblasts is able to induce the initiation of breast cancer by co-injection with normal epithelium (55). Fibroblast secreted protein-1 (FSP1) produced by CAFs is another important factor in promoting the cancer cell growth. Metastatic cancer cells transplanted into FSP1 knockout mice are less likely to form tumors, and co-injection of fibroblasts which overexpress FSP1 with the same tumor cells can restore the tumor formation (56). The results of this experiment indicate that FSP1 secreted by CAFs is capable of altering the cancer microenvironment which is favorable for cancer progression. Previous studies also demonstrated that stromal derived factor1 (SDF-1) derived from CAFs was able to recruit endothelial cell precursors (EPCs), thereby promoting angiogenesis (57). SDF-1α also known as CXCL12, is the ligand of CXCR4 which is highly expressed on the cancer cells, and the activated CXCR4 can directly stimulate cancer cell proliferation (58). In melanoma, the fibroblasts which express N-cadherin serve as a positive stimulator for proliferation and migration of cancer cells. Because melanoma cells are unable to produce IGF-1 by themselves, they have to rely on the IGF-1 secreted by the surrounding fibroblasts to stimulate their growth (59). It should be noted that in lung and prostate cancers, CAFs can respond to androgens to...
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Figure 2. Potential origins of CAFs.

produce growth factors that induce epithelial proliferation (60).

In addition to their abilities of secreting growth factors to enhance the cancer cell growth, CAFs can act like a mutagen which increases the tumorigenic ability of cancer cells. For example, reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are generated by CAFs under low pH and hypoxia environment could directly act as a mutagen to the surrounding cells (61). Tumorigenicity of normal mammary epithelial cells was indeed shown to be significantly enhanced by the irradiated fibroblasts in vivo (62). Such enhancement is due to the overexpression of TGF-beta from the irradiated stroma (63). Furthermore, a high level of TGF-beta expression has been detected in many malignant tumors including colon (64) and breast cancers (65). TGF-beta is the only known growth factor that is able to transdifferentiate fibroblasts into CAFs (66). On the other hand, TGF-beta has been identified as a potent chemoattractant for human dermal fibroblasts, which is able to recruit fibroblast outside of the tumor region (67). As an abundant cell type in tumor area, CAFs can also affect cancer cell growth by mediating their metabolic pathways. For example, during the proliferation of cancer cells, they prefer to turn to anaerobic glycolysis even in the presence of oxygen (68). Furthermore, CAFs are able to turn on some complementary metabolic pathways to buffer and recycle products of anaerobic metabolism in order to maintain the growth of cancer cells (68).

5.2. CAFs support cancer cell invasion and metastasis

CAFs found around the cancer regions are not only able to promote cancer cell growth but also to increase the invasiveness of the cancer cells through cell-cell interactions and various pro-invasive molecules, including cytokines, chemokines and various inflammatory mediators (69). CAFs induce invasive growth by transient heterotypic cell-cell contacts or by paracrine diffusible factors. On the other hand, proliferation of CAFs is mediated by the local growth factors including fibroblast growth factor (FGF), TGF-beta and other connective tissue growth factor (45). Of note, SPARC (secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine) expressed by CAFs predicts a poor prognosis for patients with resectable pancreatic cancer (70). Signal cross-talk between the cancer cells and CAFs may direct both types of cells to modify the adjacent ECM and basement membrane. It has been widely recognized that breaking the basement membrane is the first step for the cancer cells to intravasate into the circulation system. On the other hand, the remodeled ECM proteins can alter the expression level of some specific genes that are essential for the structural scaffolding and cytoskeletal organization (71). In fact, CAFs are potentially invasive, and the results of in vivo experiments also showed that CAFs can invade into tumor areas (72). By using GFP transgenic mice under the control of the VEGF promoter, Fukumura et al. found that GFP positive CAFs were invading into tumor regions at different time points. However, in some cases, it is difficult to judge which one contributes more to the invasion, epithelial cells or CAFs. It has been shown that CAFs may serve as guidance structure that direct the migration of cancer cells as well. The result of co-culture experiment suggests that the leading invasive cells are of stromal origin, and they facilitate following cancer cells metastasis by degrading ECM and basement membrane (73). In order to make way for the invading cancer cells,
CAFs will initiate both proteolytic and structural modification of the ECM to create the path for the following cancer cells. In another case, Cornil et al found that CAFs support metastasis of melanoma cells by creating a niche which enhances the growth of cancer cells at distant sites (74).

The remodeling of the extracellular matrix by MMPs is one of the most crucial steps for cancer progression as well as for the formation of cancer microenvironment. Under normal physiological conditions, the balance between metalloproteinases and their inhibitors keeps ECM in a well organized shape. It has been shown that fibroblasts play major roles in tumor invasion by secreting various matrix-degrading proteases as well as their activators such as uPA (75). uPA can cleave MMPs to activate these proteins, and up-regulation of MMPs activity results in significant ECM degradation, which contribute to angiogenesis and metastasis (76). The tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) have been shown to down-regulate MMPs activity. TIMPs can also regulate other growth factors independent of the inhibition of the MMPs which indicates the TIMPs may also be involved in some important oncogenic signal pathways (77).

There are many MMPs that are known to play pivotal roles in cancer metastasis. Overexpression of MMP3 by the CAFs stimulates epithelial hyperplasia and abnormal branching in the mammary gland (78). A high level of MMP2 production in stromal cells is required to support tumor growth and pathological neoangiogenesis of gliomas (79). The interstitial collagenase MMP1 was observed at increased amounts in the peritumoral fibroblasts isolated from a primary melanoma (80). Up-regulation of MMP1 has been recognized as a putative breast cancer predictive marker (81), and it can stimulate growth and invasion pathways by cleaving protease-activated receptor-1 (PAR1) on the cancer cell surface. On the other hand, knock-down of PAR1 can block the invasiveness of metastatic cancer cells in a nude mice model (82). The reasons which cause the activation of the MMPs are somewhat complicated. Fibroblasts are not the only source of the MMPs, and high activity of MMPs and uPA are also observed in various cancer cells. Tumor and stromal cells interaction is a mutual event and the soluble factors secreted by cancer cells also affect the expression of MMPs. For example, the expression of MMP2 in the stroma of malignant tumors is increased by the paracrine stimulation factors; however, the expression level of MMP9 in tumor derived fibroblasts requires direct contact with malignant tumor epithelium which indicates a different mechanism of MMPs activation (83).

Results of in vivo experiments also indicate the importance of MMPs in tumorigenesis. A mammary-specific transgenic mouse of stromelysin-1, one of the members of MMPs family, was constructed using the MMTV promoter. The overexpression of stromelysin-1 significantly increased the incidence of tumor formation by vigorously degrading the basement membrane (84). Interestingly the tumorigenic ability is reduced in mice bearing both TIMP-1 and stromelysin-1 transgenes. Collectively, CAFs affect cancer cell invasion through both cell-cell contact and pro-invasive factors secretion, they are also one of the most significant contributors to produce MMPs which play a major role in cancer metastasis. Hence, it is promising to develop anti-cancer treatments targeting MMPs which are secreted from CAFs.

5.3. CAFs induce inflammation in cancer regions

The initial assumption of chronic inflammation contributing to tumorigenesis was claimed by Virchow who observed that cell proliferation was enhanced by inflammation caused by irritants (85). Many clinical and experimental data also support the notion that fibroblasts play crucial roles in immune responses through production of cytokines and chemokines (86). In the thymus and lymph nodes, they help to identify distinct anatomical compartments (87). Furthermore, fibroblasts not only mediate the quality but also the quantity of the immune response (88). In normal physiology, fibroblasts can terminate immune responses by withdrawing survival signals and normalize the chemokine gradients which accelerate the apoptosis or withdraw the tissue through the lymphatic vessels (89).

In clinical settings, chronic inflammation and cancer are closely related, and cancer is referred to as “wounds that never heal” (90). Pro-inflammatory cytokines are secreted by cancer cells and CAFs attract excessive immune cells to the cancer region. Macrophages, neutrophils, and lymphocytes could be recruited to the tumor stroma by secreting factors from the CAFs. Macrophages are actively attracted into tumor regions along defined chemotactic gradients, and release a number of factors that influence endothelial cell behavior including VEGF, HGF, MMP2, IL-8. Once macrophages reach the tumor, they start to differentiate into tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) which further enhance the growth and metastasis of cancer cells (91). Stromal cells are instrumental in creating the unique environment of chronic inflammation and immune tolerance, allowing cancer cells to be exposed to growth factors while avoiding immune surveillance by secreting various cytokines, chemokines, and other factors (92).

In order for the tumor to survive, any immune response directed toward the tumor cells needs to be suppressed as a net result. Stromal cells are the main source of thrombospondin-1(TSP-1) which has both positive and negative effects on angiogenesis and interaction with immune cells (10). As mentioned previously, CAFs excessively secrete MMPs which degrade basement membrane, and cleaved products of MMPs such as fibronectin and collagen are chemotactic for leukocytes, meanwhile, they also modulate the proliferation of the immune cells (93). Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX2) is an enzyme which specifically catalyzes the production of prostaglandins which trigger inflammation (94). By using microarray expression analysis on CAFs from metastatic colon cancer and normal skin fibroblasts, approximately 170 genes were found to be up-regulated in CAFs as compared to skin fibroblasts (95). Among the up-regulated genes, COX2 expression level in CAFs was six times
higher than that in normal skin fibroblasts (95). IL-8 belongs to CXC chemokine family which is involved in recruitment of leukocytes to the site of inflammation (96). Normally, cells without external stimulation secrete a very low amount of IL-8; however, certain pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNFα, IL-1β, and IL-6 can elevate the IL-8 expression in both transcriptional and post transcriptional levels (97). Mueller and colleagues investigated IL-8 induction in CAFs which were isolated from metastatic colon cancer patients (98). They found that TNFα mediates IL-8 expression through NF-κB signal and promotes angiogenesis and tumor cell invasion, and such induction can be abrogated by using NF-κB inhibitor parthenolide (98). Therefore, various pro-inflammatory factors produced by CAFs keep cancer region in a chronic inflammatory state which facilitates cancer cell metastasis.

6. CANCER STEM CELLS (CSCs) NICHE AND CAFs

Several lines of evidence indicate that aberrant regulation of adult stem cells leads to tumor formation. Many solid tumors have been shown to contain certain number of stem cells, and they appear to be highly tumorigenic and metastatic (99). Cancer stem cells were first found in acute myeloid leukemia (100), and it was also detected in breast and brain tumors later (101). It is believed that the stromal niche is able to regulate the differentiation and proliferation of the stem cells by providing a unique microenvironment (102). For example, quiescent prostatic epithelial tissues which contain adult stem cells were capable of modulating the differentiation in response to the mesenchymal cells (103).

Similar to the normal stem cells, cancer stem cells also need a favorable environment to support their self-renewal or differentiation. In basal cell carcinomas and some solid tumors, the tumor niche comprised by CAFs is indeed molecularly distinct from those found in normal stroma. Sneddon and colleagues claimed that tumor niche secretes several factors (e.g., BMP antagonists) that are also produced by the normal stem cell niche to maintain self-renewal. On the other hand, unlike their normal counterparts, skin CAFs express high levels of the BMP antagonist, Gremlin 1 (104). In contrast, BMP2 and BMP4 are highly expressed in basal carcinoma cells. Gremlin 1 protein is capable of preventing the basal cell carcinoma from undergoing differentiation, which suggest that expression of secreted BMP antagonists by CAFs may promote self-renewal of CSCs (104). It has been reported that brain CSCs reside in a vascular niche which benefits their self-renewal (105). Disrupting this niche blocks self-renewal of the brain cancer stem cells and hence significantly inhibits tumor growth. The microenvironment created by bone marrow endothelial cells appears to be required for the homing of both normal hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and leukemic cells (106). Moreover, ECM components and growth factors in the HSC microenvironment can promote cell survival of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) as well as chemo-resistance (107). In order to examine whether tumor stroma can provide a distinct niche for stem cells, Risbridger et al. combined human ES cells with CAFs and grafted into the kidney capsule of host mice (108). Interestingly, they found that the grafted ES cells alone rapidly formed large teratomas, and when combined with CAFs, the teratoma formation was significantly inhibited, indicating that CAFs-derived niche is able to direct the differentiation of the ES cells (108).

How the niche of CSC is generated is an important question and several models have been proposed to explain the relationship between CSCs and their niches. First possibility is that CSCs do not need a particular niche for self-renewal and they share the same niche with normal stem cells. It is also likely that CSCs may be capable of transmitting signals that turn a quiescent niche to become activated, and take advantage of this niche. Another possibility is that CSCs may rely on the niche which is already created by CAFs or ECM components for colonial expansion (109). Clarifying the exact origin of CSC niche and understanding the roles of CAFs in the environment are critical questions for developing effective anti-cancer drugs.

7. CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND FUTURE DIRECTION

The degree of the cancer progression is greatly affected by its microenvironment, and understanding the underlying mechanisms likely leads to an identification of novel targets for anti-cancer therapy. In order to target the CAFs, several obstacles should be overcome. The fibroblasts, ECs, and inflammatory cells are not malignant, therefore, successful therapy needs to precisely target the cancer components and avoid attacking the surrounding normal cells. Additionally, delivery of agents to the stroma can be problematic because of insufficient and defective vascular structures, hypoxia, and pH alterations. Therefore, successful approaches will require identification of appropriate targets and designing efficient delivery methods. Examples of effective anti-stromal therapy include targeting cancer-associated inflammation through the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) (110). Cancer cell often develops resistance to various types of therapies, in large part due to their inherent genomic instability. An alternative approach is to focus on targeting various non-neoplastic cells which are associated with the tumor microenvironment, such as fibroblasts and endothelial cells. Although genetic alternations have been found in CAFs, CAFs are more genetically stable compare to tumor cells, which makes them an optional target of immunotherapy (111). There are several potential therapeutic targets of CAFs (Table 1). VEGF is the most important signal which mediates the growth of the blood vessels, and several VEGF inhibitors are in Phase I or II trials for colon and lung carcinomas. These drugs specifically target the endothelial cells, one of the potential sources of the CAFs. Tenascin-C is abundantly expressed in CAFs, and it has been known to be able to promote colon cancer metastasis in response to TGF-beta signaling (112). Anti-tenascin monoclonal antibody, 81C6, is currently under Phase II trial for malignant brain tumor patients. The median survival rate of recurrent malignant glioma patients who were treated with 81C6 followed by chemotherapy was significantly higher than that of a
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Table 1. Drugs potentially targeting CAFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target factor</th>
<th>Expression cell</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Clinical Trial</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>tumor cells CAFs, TAMs</td>
<td>Angiogenesis</td>
<td>Bevacizumab</td>
<td>Neutralization of VEGF</td>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>(119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ad5flt</td>
<td>Interception of VEGF</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
<td>(120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IMC-1C11</td>
<td>anti-VEGFR-2 antibody</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>(121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenascin-C</td>
<td>CAFs, cancer cells</td>
<td>cell adhesion</td>
<td>RPI-4610</td>
<td>anti-VEGFR-1 ribozyme</td>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>(122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAP</td>
<td>CAFs, TECs, cancer cells</td>
<td>Serine protease</td>
<td>PT-100</td>
<td>activity inhibitor</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>(124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sibrotuzumab</td>
<td>anti-FAP antibody</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>(125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>se40-FasL</td>
<td>induce apoptosis of FAP cells</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
<td>(126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTGF</td>
<td>CAFs, TECs, cancer cell, neural</td>
<td>Growth factor</td>
<td>FG-3019</td>
<td>anti-CTGF antibody</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
<td>(128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMPs</td>
<td>CAFs, TECs, TAMs, cancer cells</td>
<td>metalloproteinases</td>
<td>Marinastat</td>
<td>activity inhibitor</td>
<td>Phase III</td>
<td>(130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uPA</td>
<td>CAFs, TAMs, cancer cells</td>
<td>Serine protease</td>
<td>Pai-2</td>
<td>activity inhibitor</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
<td>(132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA IX</td>
<td>CAFs, cancer cells</td>
<td>Carbonic anhydrase</td>
<td>Remacox WX-G250</td>
<td>induce ADCC</td>
<td>Phase III</td>
<td>(134)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

control group treated with surgery plus iodine-125 therapy (113). Another potential target, FAP, is highly expressed in CAFs compared to normal fibroblasts in cancer patients, which make it an ideal target for anti-cancer therapy. A monoclonal antibody called Sibrotuzumab against the FAP is indeed under a phase I trial for colorectal cancer patients (114). Connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) is another promising therapeutic target which is excessively expressed in CAFs. Recent data showed that CTGF secreted by CAFs isolated from a differential reactive stroma (DRS) xenograft model promoted tumorigenesis and angiogenesis of prostate cancer (115). Aikawa et al. developed a fully humanized CTGF-specific monoclonal antibody (FG-3019) as a novel therapeutic approach for pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (120). Inhibition of CTGF by FG-3019 indeed resulted in significant decrease in the volume of intra-pancreatic tumor and attenuated the metastatic potential of the tumor. As discussed above, various types of MMPs are also expressed by CAFs and clinical trials of a series of MMPs inhibitors were performed to test the efficacy on a wide range of tumor types (116). However,results from these trials have been disappointing. However, considering the diverse functions of various MMPs, inhibiting only a fraction of MMPs among over thirty members may not significantly affect tumor invasion (117). The preclinical tests also suggest that the most efficacious treatment time is the early stage of cancer. As the net outcome of global MMPs inhibition depends on multiple factors including the tumor stage and tissue specificity, the current goal is more focused on developing highly selective MMPs inhibitors based on the types and stages of the cancer (118).

In summary, the roles of CAFs in tumor progression are now clearly recognized and their underlying mechanisms are gradually revealed. However, many key questions regarding the origins and functions of CAFs still remains to be answered. Mutual interactions between CAFs and tumor cells and their resulting signaling are also of paramount interest for identifying potential therapeutic targets. Although there are several drugs that partially block the function of CAFs and some of them are even in clinical trials, their specificities need to be improved. Further understanding of detailed functional mechanisms and their pathological roles of CAFs in tumor microenvironment is expected to lead to development of novel approaches for cancer therapy.
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